The random walk description for isotope exchange in a polypeptide.
Isotope exchange in a polypeptide is considered from the point of view in which the boundary point between helix and coil regions of a polypeptide behaves like a weakly asymmetric random walker. We assume that the boundary point is reflected completely at the ends of a polypeptide. The equilibrium fraction of helix region is obtained under this assumption, and this is also confirmed by computer simulation. The experimental results of isotope exchange can be explained in this situation. On the other hand. the rate constant of exchange of a residue given by experiments can also be explained by another assumption, as considered before (M. Fujiwara and N. Saitô, Polym. J. 9 (1977) 625.), in which the nucleations of coil states take place in the helix region. Which of the two is of major importance is left to further studies.